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FLAX Menu Du Jour

• Multilingual software for interactive language 
learning

• Simple Interfaces for language learners and 
teachers

• Collocations, Word Lists, Lexical Bundles, Links to 
Wikimedia, Google Linguistic Data and the Live 
Web
• Search, Save, Play

• Collections Building, Activities Development
• Platforms for Hosting FLAX Collections



OPEN SOURCE LANGUAGE 
DEVELOPMENT



Developing Language Collections in the Open 

The open source dictum:’release early and release 
often‘, in fact has morphed into an even more radical 
position, ‘the perpetual beta’, in which the product is 
developed in the open, with new features slipstreamed
in on a monthly, weekly, or even daily basis. It’s no 
accident that services such as Gmail, Google Maps, 
Flickr, del.icio.us, and the like may be expected to bear 
a ‘Beta’ logo for years at a time. (O’Reilly, 2005)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Release_early_and_release_often
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slipstream_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gmail
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Maps
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flickr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del.icio.us


FLAX Language at Waikato University

http://flax.nzdl.org FLAX image by permission of non-commercial reuse by Jane Galloway 

http://Flax.nzdl.org


FLAX – Flexible Language Acquisition
Flexible Language Acquisition

library



Simple FLAX Interface Designs



The traditional text analysis software interface for 
working with large language collections (corpora) has 
been the Key Word In Context (KWIC) interface. Corpus 
linguistics researchers and developers of KWIC 
interfaces have claimed over the years that learners of 
a language can deduce language use patterns by 
examining KWIC lines. This method is also known as 
data-driven learning. 



COLLOCATIONS, WORD LISTS, POS-
TAGGING, LINKING CORPORA



Training Videos for FLAX on YouTube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63Ox6RCVWy0

http://www.youtube.com/user/bananakiwiful?feature=watch
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63Ox6RCVWy0


Learning Collocations in FLAX: 
in response to ‘where are the good published 

collocations resources?’

• Research shows that the successful use of 
collocations in student writing and speaking 
supports not only improved levels of accuracy but 
also improved levels of fluency in their use of 
English (Wray, 2002; Nesselhauf, 2003).

• Constraints with published collocations resources
– Publication issues = the number and specificity of 

collocations examples that can be assigned to print 
and CD-ROM formats.



FLAX British Academic Written English 
(BAWE) Collections

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26i_Y146GOs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26i_Y146GOs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26i_Y146GOs


British Academic Written English corpus:
browse by genre or discipline



BAWE sub corpus wordlists



The BAWE sub corpus text collections:
POS-tagging phrases

http://tinyurl.com/cpwyefb

http://tinyurl.com/cpwyefb


Search and store collocations



Retrieve and save collocations



Collocational links to further resources



Wikify key words & phrases

http://tinyurl.com/cpwyefb

http://tinyurl.com/cpwyefb


Word lists: 
general, academic, specific, key



FLAX COLLECTIONS BUILDING WITH 
INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES



FLAX Do-It-Yourself Podcast Corpora 
with Oxford OER

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si24d3Z-8nQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si24d3Z-8nQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si24d3Z-8nQ


FLAX Do-It-Yourself Podcast Corpora 2: 
Building interactivity into your collections

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fysDzYjbhh0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fysDzYjbhh0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fysDzYjbhh0






Developing podcast activities in FLAX



Close exercises in FLAX



Scrambled sentences in FLAX



Drag ‘n’ Drop exercises in FLAX









FLAX IN THE CONTEXT OF MOOCS



Earth’s Virology Professor with 
Coursera MOOCs

“Natural science might be characterized as a discipline of discovery, 
identifying and describing entities that had not been previously 
considered. As a result, natural science employs a large set of highly 
technical words, like dextrinoid, electrophoresis, and phallotoxins. Most 
of these words do not have commonplace synonyms, because they 
refer to entities, characteristics, or concepts that are not normally 
discussed in everyday conversation.” (Biber, 2006)



Digital Scholarship and Open 
Educational Practices

http://www.bloomsburyacademic.com/view/DigitalScholar_9781849666275/book-ba-9781849666275.xml

http://www.bloomsburyacademic.com/view/DigitalScholar_9781849666275/book-ba-9781849666275.xml


Type of media in the FLAX Virology 
Collection

Number of items in the FLAX Virology 
Collection

Podcast audio transcripts (This Week in 
Virology)

130

YouTube video transcripts (2013 virology 
course at Columbia, also in Coursera)

110

Academic blog posts (Virology Blog) 540

Open Access research articles (relevant to 
virology course and divided into paper 
sections)

40





Virology Collocations



Virology Terms and Concept Support



Domain-specific Collocations

We focus on lexical collocations with noun-based 
structures because they are the most salient and 
important patterns in topic-specific text: 

• verb + noun e.g. detect virus particles
• noun + noun e.g. tobacco mosaic virus 
• adjective + noun e.g. negative strand virus
• noun + of + noun e.g. genome of the virus



Lexical Bundles

“Lexical bundles” are multi-word sequences with
distinctive syntactic patterns and discourse functions that
are commonly used in academic prose (Biber & Barbieri,
2007; Biber et al, 2003, 2004). Typical patterns in the
virology MOOC lectures include:
•noun phrase + of e.g. a DNA copy of
•prepositional phrase + of e.g. at the end of
•it + verb/adjective phrase e.g. it turns out that
•be + noun/adjective phrase e.g. is an example of
•verb phrase + that e.g. you can see that



FLEXIBLE USES ACROSS PLATFORMS



FLAX Across Platforms

• FLAX Website flax.nzdl.org for hosting open 
online language collections
– Building directly onto the Web

• FLAX for downloading onto your PC to build 
collections out of sight

• FLAX for MOODLE plug-in
• FLAX for MOOC Platforms?
• FLAX in conjunction with translation 

technologies?



Alannah Fitzgerald: fitzgerald@education.concordia.ca; @AlannahFitz
www.alannahfitzgerald.org TOETOE Blog

Slideshare: http://www.slideshare.net/AlannahOpenEd/

mailto:fitzgerald@education.concordia.ca
http://www.alannahfitzgerald.org
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